Dropped-head syndrome resulting from injury to the central spinal cord at the upper cervical level

There are many causes of paraspinal muscle weakness which give rise to the dropped-head syndrome. In the upper cervical spine the central portion of the spinal cord innervates the cervical paraspinal muscles. Dropped-head syndrome resulting from injury to the central spinal cord at this level has not previously been described. We report two patients who were treated acutely for this condition. Both presented with weakness in the upper limbs and paraspinal cervical musculature after a fracture of C2. Despite improvement in the strength of the upper limbs, the paraspinal muscle weakness persisted in both patients. One ultimately underwent cervicothoracic fusion to treat her dropped-head syndrome.

While the cause of the dropped-head syndrome cannot be definitively ascribed to the injuries to the spinal cord, this pattern is consistent with the known patho-anatomical mechanisms of both injury to the central spinal cord and dropped-head syndrome.

Many causes of dropped-head syndrome have been described including structural abnormalities, such as those resulting from ankylosing spondylitis and post-traumatic or post-laminectomy cervical kyphosis, as well as muscular or neurological abnormalities which produce either increased tone of the flexor muscles of the neck or decreased tone of the extensors. Reported neuromotor causes include myasthenia gravis, Parkinson’s disease, poliomyelitis, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and upper cervical myelopathy, all of which produce cervical paraspinal muscle weakness which prevents the patient from maintaining an upright position of the head.

Schneider, Cherry and Pantek described central cord syndrome in 1954 as “disproportionately more motor impairment of the upper than of the lower extremities, bladder dysfunction, usually urinary retention, and varying degrees of sensory loss below the lesion”. They went on to describe this pattern of injury as most often being due to a cervical hyperextension injury with buckling of the ligamentum flavum, often “without apparent damage to the bony spine”, but also sometimes associated with fracture dislocations or cervical compression fractures. Other authors have extended these observations to include other osseoligamentous injuries as well as different neurological presentations.

The most central portions of the motor tracts of the spinal cord in the region of C1-2 supply the cervical paraspinal musculature and start to leave the spinal canal by the third cervical nerve root. Thus, an injury to the central spinal cord above C3 would be expected to cause severe weakness of the cervical paraspinal musculature, potentially extending to the upper and lower limbs. Paraspinal weakness would result in a dropped-head appearance. To our knowledge, dropped-head syndrome has not been reported after an injury of the upper cervical spinal cord.

While central cord syndrome has been previously described in association with fractures of C2, we propose a previously undescribed pattern of central cord syndrome, in which the worst damage is to the most central of the motor tracts at the level of C2, that is those supplying the cervical paraspinal musculature.

We describe two patients with a fracture of C2 who developed dropped-head syndrome. The patients consented to the publication of information concerning their cases.

Case reports

Case 1. A 59-year-old man suffered a high-energy blow to his head and neck. He presented with a type-II hangman’s fracture of the axis, dissection of an internal carotid artery, a mandibular fracture and a mild closed head injury (Fig. 1). MRI showed an abnormal signal in the region immediately between the C2-3 disc space (Fig. 2). An increased signal in the C2-3 disc itself, as well as in the posterior...
C2-3 interspace, suggested an extension injury. His neurological examination, despite intubation, was consistent with an injury to the central spinal cord, with profound weakness of both upper limbs, but he retained gross motor activity in the lower limbs.

After two days he underwent an anterior disectomy and fusion of the level of C2-3 using a locking plate (Fig. 3) in order to stabilise the neck and to facilitate nursing care and mobilisation. He was treated in a halo vest post-operatively.

After two months, he had regained the ability to walk with assistance although he continued to suffer from profound weakness in both upper limbs. At this stage the halo was removed, but he was unable to hold his head in an upright posture, and assumed a flexed position with rotation to the left.

After two years he remained unable to extend his neck fully, despite intensive rehabilitation. At his last assessment, six years after his accident, his head control had improved somewhat, although there remained profound weakness in the cervical paraspinal musculature with an inability to fully extend his neck. He has consistently declined the option of an extended posterior cervicothoracic fusion.

**Case 2.** A 58-year-old woman presented after being involved in a head-on collision with another vehicle. She had a comminuted type-3 odontoid fracture with disruption of the posterior ligamentous complex between C1 and
C2. She was initially placed in a halo vest to stabilise the fracture during subsequent imaging.

On neurological examination she had normal power in the lower limbs and the left upper limb, but the right upper limb was weak (1/5 in the deltoid and biceps and 4/5 in the triceps and digital flexors). MRI showed an increased signal in the posterior ligamentous structures, although there was no increased signal in the spinal cord itself (Fig. 4). Five days later she underwent posterior C1-2 fusion with sublaminar wiring and iliac-crest autografting. Post-operatively, she was placed in a cervical collar (Fig. 5a). The weakness in her right upper limb slowly recovered. After removal of the cervical collar, she began to experience a tendency for her head to drop forward and to the right. Electromyography of the paracervical musculature showed an axonal sensorimotor polyneuropathy consistent with denervation as a result of injury to the spinal cord.

Despite physiotherapy aimed at strengthening her paraspinal muscles, her dropped-head position worsened (Fig. 5b). She eventually underwent a combined anteroposterior fusion from C3-6 at another centre.

No laminectomy was performed during this procedure, which failed to correct her cervicothoracic kyphosis and her problem with pain and head position persisted (Fig. 5c). After three years, she underwent an anteroposterior reconstruction with corpectomy of C6 and C7 and posterior spinal fusion with segmental instrumentation from C2-T5 (Fig. 5d). Two years later she seemed to have solid fusion with an excellent clinical result. Her neurological function in the right upper and lower limb had nearly recovered to normal.

Discussion
Schneider et al proposed that the mechanism of injury in central cord syndrome resulted from direct trauma followed by haemorrhage and local oedema which reduced...
blood flow to the central portion of the spinal cord. They described eight patients with a level of injury ranging from C2 to C7, and suggested that recovery was “directly proportional to the amount of edema as compared to hematoma, ranging from complete recovery to total destruction”.

Many studies of central cord syndrome do not include patients with fractures of the cervical spine, but the original description by Schneider et al included patients with such fractures and fracture dislocations. Merriam et al reported on 77 patients whom they defined as having central cord syndrome by virtue of their having greater motor involvement of the upper rather than of the lower limb. Of these patients, three had a fracture of the atlas or odontoid. However, no patient had associated weakness of the paraspinal cervical musculature.

A variety of neurological deficits and mechanisms of injury have been attributed to the central spinal cord. Some authors have argued that the somatization of the upper cervical spine in higher mammals is less organized than originally outlined by Schneider et al. Others have questioned whether injuries to the upper cervical spinal cord actually reflect an injury to the decussation of the pyramids (Bell’s cruciate paralysis) rather than an injury to the central cord. Despite these discussions, the hallmark of injury to the central spinal cord has remained an injury to the cervical cord with disproportionate weakness in the upper limbs.

Several anatomical studies have tried to clarify the innervation of the musculature of the posterior cervical spine. The major muscle groups which contribute to its stability and mobility consist of semispinalis capitis, semispinalis cervicis, multifidus, splenius capitis and splenius cervicis. Radicular innervation of the paraspinal cervical muscles is segmental, but typically begins cranially at the C3 root. Many anatomical texts agree that the descending motor tracts are arranged so that the fibers which supply more proximal muscles such as the cervical musculature, are located central to those which supply the upper limbs. Assuming that the mechanism of spinal cord injury originally described by Schneider et al is valid, this anatomical arrangement would be expected to produce the clinical presentation of dropped-head syndrome as reported in our two patients.

While it is impossible to ascribe causation in our cases, it appears that dropped-head syndrome may be a potential consequence of injury to the central spinal cord at the upper cervical level.
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